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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are troubleshooting network connectivity issues between two VMs deployed in AWS.

One VM is a FortiGate located on subnet "LAN" that is part of the VPC "Encryption". The other VM is a Windows server located on the

subnet "servers" which is also in the "Encryption" VPC. You are unable to ping the Windows server from FortiGate.

What are two reasons for this? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- The firewall in the Windows VM is blocking the traffic.

B- The default AWS Network Access Control List (NACL) does not allow this traffic.

C- By default, AWS does not allow ICMP traffic between subnets.

D- Add an inbound allow ICMP rule in the security group attached to the windows server.

Answer: 
A, D



Explanation: 
Windows Firewall Blocking Traffic:

The firewall on the Windows VM might be configured to block incoming ICMP traffic (ping requests). By default, Windows Firewall is set

to block ICMP traffic, which could be a reason for the connectivity issue (Option A).

Security Group Configuration:

AWS Security Groups act as virtual firewalls for instances. If there is no rule allowing ICMP traffic in the security group attached to the

Windows server, the ping requests from FortiGate will be blocked. An inbound allow ICMP rule must be added to the security group to

permit this traffic (Option D).

Other Options Analysis:

Option B is incorrect because the default AWS Network Access Control List (NACL) allows all inbound and outbound traffic.

Option C is incorrect as AWS does allow ICMP traffic between subnets if properly configured with Security Groups and NACLs.

AWS Security Groups: AWS Security Groups

Windows Firewall Configuration: Windows Firewall

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/vpc/latest/userguide/VPC_SecurityGroups.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/windows-firewall/create-an-inbound-icmp-rule


Refer to the exhibit.





Which two statements are true about inbound traffic based on the IGW ingress route table and GWLB deployment shown in the exhibit?

(Choose two.)

Options: 
A- GWLB forwards traffic to FortiGate without encapsulation in its dedicated subnet.

B- Inbound traffic is directed to the GWLB through a GWLB endpoint.

C- Inbound traffic is directed to the application subnet through a GWLB endpoint.

D- GWLB encapsulates traffic with the GENEVE protocol and sends it to FortiGate.

Answer: 
B, D

Explanation: 
Traffic Direction through GWLB Endpoint:

The ingress route table directs inbound traffic to the GWLB through a GWLB endpoint (GWLBe). This endpoint is responsible for

directing traffic to the Gateway Load Balancer for further processing (Option B).

GENEVE Encapsulation:



The GWLB encapsulates the inbound traffic using the GENEVE protocol. This encapsulated traffic is then sent to FortiGate instances for

security inspection. The use of GENEVE ensures that the original traffic context is preserved and can be analyzed by FortiGate (Option

D).

Other Options Analysis:

Option A is incorrect because GWLB does not forward traffic without encapsulation in its dedicated subnet.

Option C is incorrect as the inbound traffic is directed to the GWLB endpoint first, not directly to the application subnet.

AWS Gateway Load Balancer Documentation: AWS GWLB

GENEVE Protocol Overview: GENEVE Protocol

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A customer has deployed FortiGate Cloud-Native Firewall (CNF).

Which two statements are correct about policy sets? (Choose two.)

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/latest/gateway/introduction.html


Options: 
A- There is an implicit deny rule at the bottom of the policy set.

B- The policy set must be manually synchronized to the CNF instance each time it is modified.

C- A new policy set is created with each deployed CNF instance.

D- Multiple policy sets can be applied to a single CNF instance.

Answer: 
A, C

Explanation: 
Implicit Deny Rule:

Similar to traditional firewall rule sets, FortiGate Cloud-Native Firewall (CNF) includes an implicit deny rule at the bottom of each policy

set. This means any traffic that does not match an existing rule in the policy set is automatically denied (Option A).

Policy Set Creation:

When a new CNF instance is deployed, a new policy set is created specifically for that instance. This ensures that each CNF instance

can have a tailored set of security policies based on the specific needs of the deployment (Option C).

Other Options Analysis:



Option B is incorrect because policy sets do not require manual synchronization; they are applied automatically once configured.

Option D is incorrect as a single CNF instance operates with a single policy set at a time.

FortiGate CNF Documentation: FortiGate CNF

Firewall Policy Best Practices: Fortinet Policies

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Your company deployed a FortiSandbox for AWS.

Which statement is correct about FortiSandbox for AWS?

Options: 
A- FortiSandbox for AWS comes as a hybrid solution. The FortiSandbox manager is installed on-premises and analyzes the results of

the sandboxing process received from AWS EC2 instances.

B- The FortiSandbox manager is installed on the AWS platform and analyzes the results of the sandboxing process received from on-

premises Windows instances.



C- FortiSandbox for AWS does not need more resources because it performs only management and analysis tasks.

D- FortiSandbox deploys new EC2 instances with the custom Windows and Linux VMs, then it sends malware, runs it, and captures the

results for analysis.

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
FortiSandbox Deployment:

FortiSandbox for AWS deploys new EC2 instances to create isolated environments where it can safely execute and analyze suspicious

files. These instances run custom Windows and Linux virtual machines specifically configured for sandboxing (Option D).

Sandboxing Process:

The process involves sending potential malware to these isolated VMs, executing it, and monitoring its behavior to detect malicious

activities. The results are then captured and analyzed to provide detailed threat intelligence.

Other Options Analysis:

Option A is incorrect because FortiSandbox for AWS operates entirely within the AWS environment and does not require an on-premises

manager.

Option B is incorrect as the FortiSandbox manager is not installed on the AWS platform for managing on-premises instances.



Option C is incorrect because FortiSandbox requires sufficient resources to perform the actual sandboxing and analysis tasks.

FortiSandbox for AWS Documentation: FortiSandbox

Sandboxing Concepts: Sandboxing

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Your customers have been reporting slow response times when accessing your web application.

What are two possible ways to increase response times from web servers protected by FortiWeb Cloud? (Choose two.)

Your customers have been reporting slow response times when accessing your web application.

What are two possible ways to increase response times from web servers protected by FortiWeb Cloud? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- Deploy FortiWeb Cloud in the same region where your web application is being hosted.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandbox_(computer_security)


B- Enable a content delivery network

C- Modify DNS entries to directly point to your web server.

D- Disable WAF functionality.

Answer: 
A, B

Explanation: 
Same Region Deployment:

Deploying FortiWeb Cloud in the same AWS region as your web application minimizes latency and ensures faster response times by

reducing the distance data needs to travel (Option A).

Content Delivery Network (CDN):

Enabling a CDN can significantly improve response times by caching content closer to the end-users, reducing the load on the origin

server, and speeding up content delivery (Option B).

Other Options Analysis:

Option C is incorrect because modifying DNS entries to directly point to your web server bypasses the WAF protection, which is not

advisable for security reasons.



Option D is incorrect because disabling WAF functionality would expose your web application to vulnerabilities and threats,

compromising security.

AWS Regions and Availability Zones: AWS Regions

Content Delivery Network Overview: AWS CloudFront

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regions_az/
https://aws.amazon.com/cloudfront/




You deployed an active-passive FortiGate HA cluster using a CloudFormation template on an existing VPC. Now you want to test active-

passive FortiGate HA failover by running a debug so you can see the API calls to change the Elastic and secondary IP addresses.

Which statement is correct about the output of the debug?

Options: 
A- The routing table for Fgt2 updated successfully, and port2 will provide internet access to Fgt2.

B- The Elastic IP is associated with port1 of Fgt2.

C- IP address 10.0.0.13 is now associated with eni-0b61d8afc0aefb8a2.

D- The Elastic IP is associated with port2 of Fgt2, and the secondary IP address for port1 and port2 was updated successfully.

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 
HA Event and Failover:

The debug output indicates that a failover event occurred and the secondary instance (Fgt2) is now taking over as the master.

Elastic IP Association:



The debug output shows the process of moving the Elastic IP (eipalloc-090425f83f912c8d6) to the new master instance. This involves

associating the Elastic IP with the appropriate network interface (eni) of the new master.

Specific IP Address Association:

The Elastic IP is specifically associated with port1 of Fgt2. The message 'associate elastic ip eipalloc-090425f83f912c8d6 to 10.0.0.13 of

eni eni-0f6b35f8fccd24eb0' indicates that the Elastic IP is now linked to the primary IP address (10.0.0.13) on port1 of the new master.

Other Options Analysis:

Option A is incorrect because the routing table update details are not explicitly stated.

Option C is incorrect because the IP address association mentioned relates to an Elastic IP, not eni-0b61d8afc0aefb8a2.

Option D is incorrect because it specifically mentions port2 for the Elastic IP association, which is not indicated in the debug output.

FortiGate HA Configuration Guide: FortiGate HA

AWS Elastic IP Documentation: Elastic IP

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/elastic-ip-addresses-eip.html
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